
IN HEALTH BEAUTE EXPO 2010

IT is said that a thing of beauty
is a joy forever It is hard to
deny that a powerful link exists

between health and beauty
In spite of development and

global progress health issues
are matters of serious concern
not only for individuals but also
for communities and countries
all over the world Malaysia is no
exception
The last few decades have seen

a proliferation of lifestyle related
diseases such as heart disease
chronic respiratory conditions
cancer and diabetes which have
been named the world s top four
killer diseases These diseases
which are in fact more fatal than
infectious illnesses such as AIDS
and influenza A HINI are highly
preventable and are a result of
lifestyle choices
Education knowledge and

awareness are issues that play
a key role in preventing many
of these diseases It is with this
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objective in mind that the MINES
Event Management Sdn Bhd
has organised the In Health
Beaute Expo from July 2 to 4
between 11am and 9pm at the
Malaysia International Exhibition
Convention Centre MIECC

MINES Resort City
Fifty thousand visitors are

expected to enjoy and experience
the power of health and beauty
that will change their lives The
guest of honour is Hong Kong
TVB actress Maggie Siu who
will be at the opening ceremony
on July 2 She will be here
to promote her new skincare
products and conduct talks on
beauty care during the three day
event There will be a meet the
fans session
One of the leading exhibition

organisers MINES Event
Management Sdn Bhd has been
organising events for over 10
years The In Health Beaute

Expo will highlight the latest
technology in maintaining good
health and in enhancing good
looks

Promoting the theme Healthy
Lifestyle towards a Healthy
Nation exhibitors come from
various sectors that include

health wellness beauty spas
medical science traditional
and non traditional therapies
natural products as well as
services for all aspects of life
This exhibition promotes the
philosophy that an active mind

and body are a reflection of a
healthy lifestyle
The In Health Beaute Expo

will be attractive to both industry
professionals as well as the public
as the three day event promises
many features relevant to today s
lifestyle needs

Exhibition
The exhibition hall will feature
more then 100 booths with
exhibitors from major areas in
the health beauty and wellness
industries

Enrichment Gallery
There will be a theme based
gallery set to provide information
and awareness on specific
diseases or illnesses such as
cancer and other illnesses with a
focus on learning and knowledge
sharing

Seminars
Visitors can enjoy interactive
seminars and talks by prominent
speakers and educationists on
health beauty and education
based programmes to create

public awareness These speakers
include doctors and specialists
from Prince Court Hospital
Tung Shin Hospital and Sunway
Medical Centre as well as
renowned international speaker
Xiao Hong Chi from Taiwan who
will be speaking on traditional and
natural therapies
Also three talks will be given

by speaker educationist master

trainer NLP practitioner and
hypnotherapist Prof Dr Jayati
Roy The topics include How can
you grow older and not grow old
Unlocking secrets of health Is
beauty skin deep How does NLP
Neurolinguistic Programming
help us understand our inner
beauty and Why hypnotherapy
for health and beauty Unlocking
popular myths

Competition and games
There will be beauty and
colouring competitions with
attractive prizes for children to
take part in Also DJs KK and Xin
Yi from 98 8FM radio station will
be making appearances during
the three day event Activities to
look out for are yoga qigong and
cooking demonstrations
The In Health Beaute Expo

promises visitors three days of
learning fun and excitement
Visitors will step into a magical
experiential world where they
can see hear feel and even taste
beauty health and wellness It will
change their lives
Door gifts are limited to the first

500 visitors each day
Admission is free

For information on the In
Health Beaute Expo contact Ice
Lai of MINES Event Management
Sdn Bhd Tel 03 8949 5566
017 330 0257 Fax 03 8945

2155 E mail icelai@miecc mmes
com my or log on to www ihb com
my
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